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Abstract

Designing software that supports collaboration among multiple users in mobile ad hoc networks is challenging due to the dynamic network topology and inherent unpredictability of the environment. However, as we increasingly migrate to using mobile computing platforms, there is a pertinent need for software that can support a wide range of collaborative activities anywhere and at any time without relying on any external infrastructure. In this paper, we adopt the workflow model to represent the structure of an activity that involves multiple tasks being performed in a structured, collaborative fashion by multiple users. Using the workflow model as a base, we developed an XML-based specification language called CiAN that can be used to build workflows that can be fragmented and distributed across the hosts of participating users so that the collaborative activity is executed in a distributed manner. The tasks specified in the CiAN language are executed by our Java-based CiAN middleware, which runs on mobile hosts. Communication of task results between hosts occurs via a novel protocol that uses the workflow structure to make routing decisions on data packets. Complete implementation details and an evaluation of our approach are also presented.

1 Introduction

In recent years, we have witnessed a growing emphasis on systems that are designed to facilitate collaboration. A large number of these collaborative systems use workflows to define the structure of the collaborations. In simple terms, a workflow defines a group of tasks, the ordering among those tasks, and the movement of data from one task to another. An example of a workflow is loan processing, which is a sequence consisting of the tasks “start”, “enter applicant details”, “obtain loan approval”, “transfer money to borrower”, and “finish”, where all of the tasks need to be completed by people whose expertise matches the requirement of the task. Workflow languages such as BPEL [3], WfXML [14], and XLANG [15] are used to specify the workflow. Workflow Management Systems (WfMSs) such as FLOWer [1], AgentWork [8], Caramba [4], and I-Flow [5] execute the specification, invoking software services or notifying human users to complete tasks. Most WfMSs are designed to execute on servers that are connected to each other via reliable wired networks.

However, the increasing ubiquity of mobile devices and wireless networking has resulted in a shift away from traditional wired networks to dynamic, wireless networks. As such, it is essential that the systems supporting collaboration are also able to function in the more dynamic setting of a wireless network. There have been several efforts by the research community to achieve this in a nomadic wireless setting, e.g., MoCA [11]; but there has not been much work in designing systems for mobile ad hoc networks (MANETs) which lack fixed infrastructure.

There is a strong motivation for developing WfMSs targeted to MANETs. Such systems could be used for collaboration practically anywhere without the need for any external infrastructure. Consider, for example, a large toxic spill that occurred in some remote area. Cleaning up the spill requires coordination among many specialized teams equipped with mobile devices and autonomous robots in a structured fashion so that they do not interfere with each other and complete tasks according to their priority. Such an activity can be modeled as a workflow. However, it is unlikely that the teams cleaning up the spill will have access to a fixed network to run the workflow on a traditional WfMS. All communication and workflow management must occur over a MANET that is formed dynamically between the mobile devices of team members and the robots, thus mandating a WfMS that can work in a MANET setting.

Unfortunately, migrating a WfMS from a wired or nomadic setting to MANETs is not trivial. In wired systems, the WfMS and all the services it exploits to complete tasks can coordinate with each other at any time due to the pres-
ence of the fixed network. In a MANET, we do not have this luxury, so the ability to communicate and coordinate with different participants becomes much more difficult. Also, the WfMS cannot execute on a single host because the loss of that host compromises the collaboration among all other hosts in the MANET. Solving these problems requires a re-design of WfMSs at the most fundamental level.

To our knowledge, designing WfMSs targeted to MANETs without any reliance on external resources has never been attempted before and building such a system from the ground up represents a significant software engineering challenge. Consider the issue of specifying a workflow. The specification must be designed in a way that is intuitive and human-readable, while at the same time being machine-parseable for automated execution of the workflow. In addition, it should be easily fragmentable for distribution across hosts in the MANET. Given a fragmented specification, the system must also be able to decide how and to whom to distribute each fragment based on individual properties of hosts. Finally, a run-time system must be available to execute each of the fragments in a distributed and disconnected fashion, and disburse results as appropriate, all in the context of a resource poor device in a dynamic MANET. In this paper, we focus on designing the specification and runtime system. We plan to address the problem of distribution or allocation in the future.

Collaboration in Ad hoc Networks (CiAN) is a language and middleware supporting collaboration in MANETs. Section 2 covers the current state of the art. In Section 3, we describe our conceptual model for a collaborative system in a mobile setting. We then present our language in Section 4 and justify our choices for language features. In Section 5, we describe the software components in our system, the system architecture, and its implementation in Java. We discuss the performance of our system in Section 6 before concluding in Section 7.

2 Background and Related Work

Describing a Workflow. Workflows are described using a workflow language that specifies a syntax and offers constructs to specify the workflow structure and function. The capabilities offered by the language are crucial, because they determine the expressive power and versatility of the workflow specification. For example, in the simplest sense, a workflow can be modeled as a directed graph with the nodes representing tasks, and the edges imposing an order among the tasks. This type of specification gives us the requisite structural information about the workflow, but very little functional information related to the actual tasks. An improvement to this technique is the use of Petri-nets [10], a structural specification that can incorporate more functional information by careful use of places and tokens. In current generation languages such as BPEL [3], XLANG [15], WfXML [14], and YAWL [17], the specification is in the form of an XML document. Each language provides its own unique syntax and constructs. e.g., in BPEL, sequence is used to execute tasks in order, flow for parallel tasks, switch and pick for conditional execution, etc. In all these cases, the language provides features that help the developer specify requirements for each task and the flow of control through the tasks, which is an improvement over a plain graph specification.

However, these structural constructs have a downside. The workflow specification is not as easily partitionable as a graph-based specification. Currently, a majority of the WfMSs supporting the languages mentioned above execute on powerful servers in a wired network where partitioning is not necessary. However, in a MANET setting, where there is no powerful central server, partitioning the workflow and executing it in a distributed fashion is vital. Attempts have been made to facilitate the partitioning of workflow specification by adding special actions like DoStart, ReceiveStart, DoEnd, and ReceiveEnd to handle the coordination among the different pieces, described in [6]. While this work describes a method for partitioning the specification, it does not support fully decentralized execution, and as such falls short of our needs. Another approach is described in [2] where the authors parse a BPEL specification, discard all the structural constructs and use the link construct to build a more graph-like specification. This approach is specific to BPEL and is still fairly rigid e.g., it does not allow optional redundant edges. In addition to the partitioning problem, the languages have two other significant shortcomings: 1) with the exception of YAWL, they do not support (or support only in a very non-intuitive fashion), all the basic structural and synchronization constructs for workflows as described by van der Aalst in [18], which limits the expressive power of the workflow, and 2) there is no facility to specify mobility and network topology information, which may be exploited in a MANET environment to improve the chances for success.

Executing a Workflow. While having a workflow language that has sufficient features to specify a workflow that will execute in a MANET setting is crucial, it is equally crucial to have a system that is capable of delivering all the features of that language in a mobile setting. The MANET environment is distinct from the stable, wired network environment in that the network is made up of devices that are significantly less powerful and the network topology is dynamic and evolves rapidly over time. As such, a simple port of a system designed for a wired environment to a MANET is likely to be unsuccessful. A WfMS designed for the MANET setting must have three features that are not available in systems today: 1) the architecture of the system must support decentralized and distributed execution of the
Our work is targeted to an environment similar to that of PAD cannot survive in ad hoc mode for an extended time. This dependence means that WORKPAD's shortcoming is that it requires at least one member of a MANET to coordinate with a central entity. The rest of the agents are logically mobile and can opportunistically move from one host to another. For example, a Task Agent (TA) which coordinates a single task can migrate to a PDA, work while disconnected, and then report results when a connection is available to the WA. Since all necessary components of the system are logically mobile, this type of architecture is better suited to mobile environments. However, the dependence on a WA or WIA means that the hosts carrying these agents must always be within communication range. While this may be simulated by moving the process from one host to another this is computationally expensive and it may not be possible to guarantee connectivity with all hosts.

WORKPAD [7] is designed to meet the challenges of collaboration in a peer-to-peer MANET involving multiple human users. WORKPAD works by augmenting the basic workflow specification with directives (mainly involving moving a host so that it can communicate with another) so that the tasks in the workflow can hand off data to subsequent tasks and thereby advance the execution of the workflow. WORKPAD's shortcoming is that it requires at least one member of a MANET to coordinate with a central entity that coordinates the mobile devices, manages disconnection, and augments the workflow specification with mobility directives. This dependence means that WORKPAD cannot survive in ad hoc mode for an extended time. Our work is targeted to an environment similar to that of WORKPAD. However, our approach is different. Rather than insert directives to move hosts from one place to another, we allow hosts to move freely and use other constructs to ensure successful completion of workflows as described in subsequent sections.

3 Our Perspective on Mobile Collaboration

The CiAN language and middleware are attempts to overcome some of the restrictions of the systems described in Section 2. In this section, we describe our computational model and the philosophy behind our design of the CiAN language and middleware.

**Computational Model.** For the purposes of this paper, we assume that a workflow is used to coordinate the actions of multiple human users, each of whom are equipped with a mobile device such as a PDA. Each mobile device is carried by the user and hence is physically mobile. However, we assume that the user stores a schedule on the device from which we can infer where a user will be at certain points in time. The devices can communicate with each other using 802.11b or a similar standard when they are within communication range. However, due to the user's physical mobility, such windows of communication may be transient. During these transient windows, hosts trade non-functional knowledge about themselves such as their mobility pattern via a gossiping protocol as described in [12]. This knowledge is stored in a local knowledge base on each host and is made available to all components of the CiAN middleware. Finally, hosts may have sensors attached to them, such as a GPS receiver, which the CiAN middleware can leverage.

A task in the workflow is considered to be ready for execution when all of its inputs are available. Since the first task in the workflow has no inputs, it is considered to be always ready. A task may involve an action in the physical world by a human user or the execution of some code on the user’s mobile device. If it is an action to be performed by the human user, he receives a prompt on his screen when the task is ready to be performed. He can enter any information related to the task on his PDA upon completion of the task, e.g., reporting the temperature after taking the reading from a sensor manually. If the task involves execution of a software service, it is handled automatically in CiAN. Any data generated after a task is executed is passed to other hosts when they are in direct communication (a form of routing, described in Section 5 consisting of multiple disjointed peer-to-peer connections allows data transfer between hosts that never meet directly).

**Language Model.** We based the CiAN language on the concept of an annotated graph. Rather than using explicit structures that specify whether tasks execute in sequence or in parallel, we simply list the tasks in no particular order. Then, treating these tasks as graph nodes, we build two
adjacency lists for each task, the input adjacency list and the output adjacency list. If a Task A appears in Task B’s output adjacency list, then there is an edge from Task A to Task B (we automatically add Task A to Task B’s input adjacency list if it is not in the specification). The adoption of the graph model allows us to easily fragment a workflow into its constituent tasks and assign individual tasks for execution on available hosts. While the adoption of the graph model is the most significant design feature, there are several others that relate to mobility support which we discuss in the next section.

**Runtime System.** The ability to fragment a workflow specification in CiAN is not useful unless there is a runtime system designed to execute the pieces in a distributed manner. Given that most current approaches use a centralized architecture, we chose to develop a new system rather than extend any current system. Our runtime system is designed to run in a completely decentralized fashion with no need for a central coordinating entity. Each task is preceded by an input filter which acts as a controller and marshalls the inputs to a task from one or more hosts. The task is succeeded by an output filter which is a similar controller for distributing the output of the task to interested hosts. Both the input and output filters are available as part of the CiAN middleware. They are dynamically parameterizable at the time that a task is assigned to a host so that they are customized to handle the task they are associated with.

![Figure 1. Centralized vs. filter-based architecture](image)

In addition to marshalling the inputs, the filters can perform a small but powerful set of decision and synchronization functions. By exploiting these functions, we can emulate all the workflow patterns suggested by van der Aalst [16] in a simple and intuitive way. The filters can also access the knowledge base for non-functional information about the network and the physical environment to make context-aware choices during the execution of the workflow. Finally, the filters are designed to selectively wait or ignore inputs and outputs. This allows us to build redundancies into the workflow in a simple manner, crucial to protecting against failures that are common in a MANET. Figure 1 illustrates the differences between the two models.

**Filters in detail.** The input and output filters are the centerpiece of our execution model as they are the structures that allow us to distribute the workflow across multiple hosts and handle synchronization and communication issues. Figure 2 shows a conceptual view of an input filter. An output filter is similar, except that the edges are outgoing.

![Figure 2. Detail of an input filter](image)

As shown in the figure, each incoming link (an edge in the conceptual workflow graph) may have multiple selection conditions. Selection conditions are groups of conditions that must be met for the value transmitted along that edge to be accepted as an input to the accompanying task. If all the conditions that make up one of the edge’s selection conditions are met, and the edge has some value transmitted along it, then the edge is considered valid input. The filters also define acceptance sets. These are subsets of all incoming edges and define which edge combinations represent a valid input to the task. This is useful for building redundancies, because an acceptance set can be built from each redundant set of input edges. When all the edges in any of the accept sets are valid, the task can begin execution. The output filters are similar in behavior, except that the conditions represent whether the results are transmitted along that edge or not, and the accept sets define subsets of outgoing edges that are considered acceptable.

4 **A Language for Mobile Collaboration**

This section describes the CiAN language for collaboration in MANETs. Figure 3 shows the code for one of possibly many tasks in the workflow.
A workflow specification in CiAN is delimited by the `<collaboration>` tags. Within these tags, the specification is split into two elements – the header and the body. The header declares the non-functional information about the hosts and the network that this workflow relies on while the body contains the actual task definitions. The header itself is split into two sections delimited by the `<knowledge-base>` and `<sensors>` tags. The knowledge base section specifies the names of the parameters found in the knowledge base of hosts that this workflow relies on. Each of these parameter names are delimited by `<knowledge-var>` tags. The sensor section specifies the names of the various sensor parameters that the workflow relies upon and these are delimited by `<sensor-var>` tags (the sensors are assumed to be attached to the local device). The absence of these parameter values at runtime does not halt the execution of the workflow but could compromise its flexibility.

The body of the workflow comprises one or more task definitions, delimited by the `<task>` tag. The tasks can be specified in any order regardless of their position in the workflow. A task definition consists of a task name, delimited by the `<task-name>` tag and unique in the scope of a workflow and three additional sections: input, activity, and output, delimited by the `<inputs>`, `<activity>`, and `<outputs>` tag respectively. The input section defines one or more edges, delimited by the `<edge>` tag. Each edge represents a connection to another task in the workflow and is analogous to the edge in the graph representation of the workflow. The input section also defines one or more accept sets, delimited by the `<accept-set>` tag. Each `<set>` element inside is a list of names of edges and represents subsets of the input edges that are considered valid input. For example, if a task had 6 incoming edges labelled 1 to 6, but those 6 edges were really a pair of redundant inputs consisting of 3 edges each, then values from the first of the redundant pairs (edges 1 to 3) are equally valid as the values from the second of the redundant pairs (edges 4 to 6) and it is not necessary to wait for all the inputs. The accept set captures this information. The outputs section is similar to the inputs section in structure except that the edges are outgoing rather than incoming.

The activity section specifies information about the actual service that needs to execute to complete a particular task. This section specifies the names of the input variables to the service, delimited by the `<input-vars>` tag and the names of the variables to which the service writes its output, delimited by the `<output-vars>` tag. It should be noted here that since the input filter, service, and output filter for a given task reside on the same host there is no issue of consistency or overhead in using these variables. Finally, the actual location or URI of the service is delimited by the `<service>` tags.

Workflows specified in CiAN are flexible and context-sensitive due to the way an edge is structured. Each edge has a name, delimited by the `<name>` tag, which is unique in the scope of a task. The `<partner>` tag is used to define the name of the task at the other end of the edge. For incoming edges this is the source task, while for outgoing edges it is the sink task. The `<var>` tag specifies the name of the local variable to which the value transmitted along the edge is written to (in the case of input edges) or read from (in the case of output edges). These variables are the same as those that appear as input variables and output vari-

Figure 3. CiAN code example
ables in the activity section. Values transmitted along an incoming edge are written to an input variable from where the service reads it. The service’s output is written to an output variable from where it is read and transmitted over an outgoing edge.

In addition to this basic information, each edge can specify zero or more selection conditions (denoted by the <select-cond> tag) which consist of multiple sub-conditions. If any one of the selection condition blocks have all their sub-conditions (denoted by <cond>) evaluate to true, then the value of the edge is considered acceptable input to the task. Each condition is a three-tuple consisting of a parameter name denoted by <param>, a comparator, and a value. The parameter can be of four different types: 1) knowledge:hostname:paramname, which refers to the non-functional parameter called paramname of a host called hostname which may be found in the local knowledge base, 2) sensor:sensorname, which refers to the value of a sensor called sensorname, 3) edge:edgename, which refers to a value transmitted along another edge whose name is edgename, and 4) var:varname which refers to the value of a local variable called varname. The comparator may be the operators {<, >, <=, >=, ==, !=}.

The graph like structure of our language helps us support all the basic workflow patterns. If parallelism is required, multiple output edges can fan out from a single task. If sequential processing is desired, then only one output and input may be used. Merges and splits can be built in similar ways. If an XOR merge is desired, each edge can be tagged with a selection condition with require all other input edge values be equal to null. This way, the first edge that yields a value is selected as input. Also, context sensitive selection is implemented in the same way, e.g., an edge is not selected unless the temperature sensor has a value greater than 32.

**Implementation.** One of the main features of the CiAN specification is that it is easily fragmentable. To fragment the collaboration, we developed a simple Java parser that reads the header information for the CiAN specification. It then parses each task and writes it along with the header information to a separate file. Since tasks are self contained units and not embedded within structural constructs, this process is straightforward. We developed an XML document type definition (DTD) for the CiAN language in order to build a validating CiAN parser using the Java XML Processing API (JAXP). The resultant parser is SAX compatible and can convert each task definition output by the fragmenting parser into executable java objects. It creates input and output filters and parametrizes them using the information in the inputs and outputs section of each task. It also uses Java reflection to create an instance of the specified service. At this point, the task is ready for execution. Support for this is provided by the CiAN middleware, which is described in the next section.

### 5 System Design

The CiAN middleware is responsible for executing workflows specified using the CiAN language. The execution of any workflow can be divided into two distinct phases: planning and execution. In this paper, we focus primarily on the execution aspect but we include a brief description of the planning phase for the sake of completeness.

In CiAN, we assume that a group of people equipped with mobile devices such as PDAs assemble at some location to plan the activities of the day. The planning process is executed by a pre-determined group leader and its main goal is to examine the workflow and map each task to a host in the network, thereby delegating the responsibility of executing that task to that host. Such an assumption is not unreasonable, as most group activities usually involve some kind of leader. Figure 4 shows the system architecture for the planning phase, which is executed on the team leader’s mobile device. The external application injects the workflow specification (which is in the CiAN language) into the planning system by way of the Planner API. This API layer distributes the specification to three units: 1) the Workflow Splitter which decomposes the workflow into its constituent tasks as described in Section 4, 2) the Ordering Generator which numbers each task to impose a total order among the tasks (for routing purposes described later), and 3) the Allocator which determines the mapping of tasks to hosts. The working of the splitter was described in Section 4, while the Ordering Generator implements a trivial graph traversal algorithm. The Allocator uses information from the workflow specification (i.e., the service requirements of a task), the capabilities, i.e., services, offered by hosts and their mobility patterns found in their respective knowledge bases to make allocation decisions. Allocation is essentially a scheduling problem, which is in itself a vast area of study. Due to space constraints, we do not investigate different allocation strategies in this paper. We have implemented a basic strategy and have left more complex options for future study. The Task Assembler marshalls the individual task specifications, the task number, and allocation information and sends it out to the host that is allocated to perform that particular task.

Once the planning phase has concluded, execution can begin almost immediately. When the Task Assembler transmits the task information to a host, it is received by the Communication Module, which handles all incoming and outgoing communication to a host. When the task information arrives, the Communication Module passes it to the Workflow Router, which in turn passes it to the Dispatcher. The Dispatcher parses the task
specification and creates a Task Manager for the task. The Task Manager contains the input and output filters which are parametrized according to the information in the specification received. The Task Manager also has access to the knowledge base to evaluate selection conditions for input or output edges. Finally, it creates subscriptions for each of its inputs, which is a request for data generated by its preceding tasks (we will cover subscriptions later in this section). At this point a task is waiting on its inputs before it can start executing.

The first task in any workflow by definition does not have any inputs, and hence can start executing immediately. The Task Manager invokes the service and waits for the service to write its output to its output variables. It then executes the output filter to determine if a valid output was generated. If so, it creates a data message that it transmits (via its Dispatcher and Workflow Router) to the host(s) that are responsible for performing the task(s) immediately following the first task. These tasks wait on their inputs and execute once all the inputs are available. Execution continues until the last task in the workflow is executed.

Thus far, we have glossed over an important aspect of our work, which is the fact that this system has to execute in a MANET. The Communication Module on each host transmits a beacon periodically. When the Communication Module on another host receives such a beacon, it passes it to its Host Handler Manager which creates a Host Handler for that host. The Host Handler tries to establish a direct connection between the hosts. Thus, as long as the hosts are in communication range, the Host Handler acts like the proxy of the remote host on the local host and handles communication between them.

Since direct communication is the most reliable form of communication in a MANET, all information in CiAN is transmitted when two hosts are directly connected. Thus, when the Host Handler establishes a connection, it synchronizes the knowledge base of the two hosts using the time of acquisition of any knowledge as a tie breaker. It also sends to and receives data or subscription messages from the other host as appropriate. All data and subscription messages received are passed to the Workflow Router. If a data message is intended for the local host, it is passed to the Dispatcher, which in turn passes it to the appropriate Task Manager, which places the value on the correct edge in the input filter.

The remaining piece of our system is the policy for transmitting the data or subscription messages from one host to another. The simplest policy is to simply address the messages by its destination host and use a MANET routing protocol to deliver the message. However, this has two drawbacks: 1) MANET routes do not last often and are expensive to maintain, and 2) it strongly associates a task to the host, which is not desirable if a task were to ever get re-allocated to a different host (a feature not currently supported in CiAN but part of our future plans). Our approach is a store and forward approach based on a routing policy we have developed. When each host receives a task spec, it assigns a number to itself that is the same as the number of the task. If multiple tasks are assigned, then it chooses the lowest numbered task. Subscriptions (generated by tasks to solicit inputs) have the number of the subscribing task, and the number of the task whose input is desired. Similarly, when a task finishes execution, the data is labelled with the generating task number and the number of the task(s) that should receive the data. The messages are routed using one of the following three schemes:

- Scheme 1: Data is routed to any host that has a number between the generating task number and the target task number or has no number in a strictly increasing fashion. Subscriptions are routed similarly but in a strictly decreasing function. Routing to a host with no number is considered neither a decrease nor an increase.
• Scheme 2: Data can be routed to any host that has a number between the starting task number and the target task number in a strictly increasing order. Subscriptions are routed to hosts between the target task number and the ending task number. Routing to hosts without a number is also permitted.

• Scheme 3: This scheme is identical to Scheme 1 with one exception. Data and subscriptions can be routed outside the permissible range but this triggers a counter. If the data or subscription moves to a host in range (as defined by Scheme 1) before the counter expires, the counter is reset, otherwise the data or subscription is destroyed.

Scheme 1 generates the lowest number of messages in the network but is restrictive in the sense that the number of hosts that a message can be routed to is much smaller than the total number of hosts collaborating. Scheme 2 increases the permissible range but generates additional messages. Scheme 3 maintains the low range of Scheme 1 but allows limited transgressions which represents the most favorable tradeoff between number of messages and number of hosts to which the message can be routed. Data and subscriptions are transmitted from host to host using the Host Handlers during periods of direct connectivity. The Host Handlers pass these messages to the Workflow Router, which determines if any of the subscriptions it is aware of matches any data that it is aware of. If a match is generated, then the data is sent to the subscribing host using the AODV routing protocol [9].

Implementation. A prototype of the CiAN middleware has been implemented in Java. We used the Java XML Processing API (JAXP) to build the various parsers that parse the workflow specification and convert it to Java objects, assign numbers to tasks, and allocate them to hosts. The remainder of the system was built using J2SE 5.0. The CommunicationModule is used for basic communication in the network. It can be customized to work with any external communication middleware. The CommunicationModule uses a beaconing mechanism that multicasts the IP address and port for each host in the network. When a host receives a beacon from another host, it notifies the HostHandlerMgr which creates a HostHandler for the host. It then attempts to create a socket connection to that host using the IP address and port obtained from the beacon. If a connection is established, the hosts synchronize their KnowledgeBases and exchange data and subscription. If both hosts have a parameter in their KnowledgeBase, the time of acquisition of the knowledge is used to decide which value prevails. Fresher knowledge is preferred to older knowledge.

The KnowledgeBase is modeled as a Hashtable indexed by host IP address. This points to another Hashtable which is indexed by parameter name, e.g., location, and points to the value of that parameter. Hence we can get the value of any parameter by host name and parameter name. This ties in with the <knowledge-var> tags on the workflow specification which are in the form hostname:paramname. The various schemes for routing can be implemented in the WorkflowRouter. We provide a DefaultWorkflowRouter that implements Scheme 1 above. Other schemes can be implemented by extending and overriding the appropriate methods in the WorkflowRouter.

The TaskManagers for each task run in separate threads and have synchronized access to the Dispatcher. The latter initializes the service using Java reflection. The name of the service is assumed to be the class that needs to be initialized. Inputs are passed in as a hashtable that maps variable names to objects that represent their values. The service returns a similar hashtable as output. Any service that is invoked must extend the CiANService class so that the appropriate hook methods are available. Figure 6 shows work in progress of the CiAN middleware executing a service on an ultramobile PC. It should be noted that our current implementation is an initial prototype. We are working on developing the next version of our system in which we expect to use existing Web services and related technologies in our middleware, e.g., SOAP for inter-host communication. We also plan to add support for invoking Web services from within CiAN, which will make CiAN an extremely versatile collaboration tool.

6 Evaluation

In the previous section, we showed that the CiAN middleware can execute on ultramobile PCs. In this section, we discuss the performance of the three schemes that we use for routing data between hosts. We simulated the three protocols in the NS2 network simulator. The simulations
were performed in a 200m x 200m space which represents the size of a large outdoor work area. The transmission range of the mobile devices was set to 25m using the 2-ray ground propagation model and the 802.11b MAC layer was used. Though the range of 802.11b can be higher than 25m, we chose to use a conservative figure since our experience with actual devices showed this to be the most reasonable range in the physical world. The experiments were performed with the hosts moving as per both the random walk and the random waypoint mobility model. In both cases, hosts moved with a uniform speed of 1.7 m/s which is close to human walking speed. In the random walk model, the hosts moved for a random amount of time between 1 minute and 5 minutes. In random waypoint, the host moved until it reached a waypoint. When the hosts paused, they did so randomly in the 1 minute to 5 minute range when ostensibly they were performing some task.

We randomly generated workflows for our tests. We generated a matrix in the range 5x5 to 60x60. The rows and columns of the matrix represented tasks. Using only the cells above the diagonal (to make the resultant graph directed), we marked cells randomly to create an edge between those task pairs. The number of edges chosen was half the total possible number of edges. We then manually added a single source and sink. The tasks were then reordered to ensure they were in increasing order of position in the workflow.

The first experiment performed measured the overhead for executing the workflow while varying the number of hosts. By overhead, we mean the time that was spent transmitting data from one host to another or time that was spent waiting for inputs. As expected, the overhead dropped considerably with increased number of hosts. This is because more hosts equates to more routing options which results in faster data delivery. The results are shown in Figure 7. Each data point is an average of 30 runs with each run representing a different workflow. The overhead time for executing a workflow, while fairly large for small numbers of hosts, was still significantly less than the time spent actually performing the tasks in the workflow and as such, considered acceptable. Also as expected, Scheme 3, which is the most flexible performed better than the others. The kink in the trend for Scheme 2 in random walk was due to tasks being assigned to hosts in a small region, which allowed prompt communication and thereby lower overhead of execution.

In the second experiment, shown in Figure 8, we measured the effect of an increase in the number of task in the workflow on overhead. While overhead steadily increased for increasing number of tasks, the per task overhead remained fairly static when the number of tasks was below 30. However, above this number, the overhead per task rose noticeably. This is attributed to the fact that we ran this experiment by keeping the number of hosts fixed at 30. When the number of tasks exceeded 30, some hosts had multiple tasks assigned to them and since we allowed only one task to execute at a time, we found that tasks that were ready in terms of having all their input were waiting for another task on the same host to finish, thereby increasing the overhead.

![Figure 7. Experiment 3 results](image1)
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In the final experiment, we studied Scheme 3 in more detail. We ran trials to measure the overhead for a low number of tasks (15) and a high number of tasks (60) in both mobility models when the counter for exceeding the permissible range was varied. Each data point was an average of 20 runs using different workflows. We found that changing the counter value reduced the overhead but not by a significant amount. Given that higher counter values result in higher network traffic, keeping the counter low is desirable and we can do this without much performance penalty.

Our results indicate that our routing protocol based on the task numbers has reasonable performance and a level of overhead that is not a hindrance to the progression of a collaboration. Most significantly, in our trials, higher than 95% of workflows completed successfully despite numerous disconnections and interruptions. The small number that did fail were due to aberrant mobility patterns of one or two hosts that isolated themselves from the rest of the network and did not communicate with their peers, thereby preventing the progress of the workflow. While these results are encouraging, we will focus on optimizing the protocol for reduced network traffic in future work.

7 Conclusion

When WfMSs are ported to a MANET setting, most of the assumptions of stability made by current WfMSs are no longer valid making these systems ill-equipped to function in a MANET. In this paper, we addressed the problem of developing a WfMS for a MANET from the ground up. We started by developing the CiAN language, which allows specification of workflows in a less rigid fashion and incorporates mobility information into the workflow specification. To support the CiAN language, we built a middleware that executes workflows written in CiAN. This middleware is designed to execute workflows in a completely decentralized fashion, relying on non-functional knowledge to make decisions. We also developed a protocol for moving the result of a task from one host to another by exploiting transient communication opportunities among hosts in the MANET. In the future, we plan to study algorithms to determine how tasks get allocated to hosts, which involves work in matching algorithms, as well as strategies such as an auction-based or a marketplace-based strategy, improving the routing protocol for sending data from one host to another, standardizing our middleware using Web services standards, etc. The effort presented in this paper represents an initial foundation upon which we can build more sophisticated features and protocols.
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